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Great book to add to your toolbox of strategies! This is an excellent book for many reasons. I
anticipate purchasing another copy for my daughters college group. It hits the nail on the head
in its stategies of proactive interventions in order to avoid adverse behaviors.!Book isn't too long
and hits on all the important tools for positive behavior development. Must have for parents of
DS child This book filled a great need for our family.. Transitioning from activity to activity,
enlisting her cooperation with jobs she doesn't want to do, coping with doctor appointments
that cause extreme stress and anxiety, encouraging behavior we wish repeated, and
discouraging unsafe/embarrassing behavior are simply the highlights which come to mind.
Does your child run off? Right away we have worked as a team to place the suggestions into
actions and the outcomes have been instant and positive. The strategies are simple and easy
for our other kids to implement, who are thrilled to share what they will have learned with other
family/friends/babysitters. Perfect advice! This publication offers solved the mystery of some of
her behaviors that mirror autism that we have not had the opportunity to get a conclusion for
from books or professionals. The only topic not protected that I was hoping to find was potty
training; Hope smokes, best Down Syndrome book ever. Bottom line, the book is assisting us to
draw out the best in our girl, to foster a close and joyful romantic relationship with her, also to
advocate for her and her wants with others who treatment for her. The writer explains how the
brain of a kid with DS is different, so now we can understand and also have empathy for our
child in her difficult occasions, instead of assuming she actually is just being stubborn and
defiant. Good read Definitely gave me more info about my son. And nothing at all helps?
however, I hope to try the overall strategies and find if indeed they work. My kid runs off and
provides behavior that has got to stop. She’s now 13. I wish I would have had it when my girl was
born! It isn't intuitive at all how to train these kids and I'm 3/4 of the way through and already
learning a lot. I'm ordering a copy for her instructor and grandparents! Easy prepared too. In only
130 pages, this book has place 99% of it into a workable framework for me personally!Probably
an excessive amount of if a highlight it and mark with sticky notes.. It has provided us
approaches for the difficult occasions that happen (some daily) with this preschooler with DS.
I've a collection of books on DS, but that one is truly exclusive in that it offers practical guidance
for smoothing out the down sides of today and helping prepare us for fresh difficulties that may
come as our daughter ages. Over the last 24 months our son has began to learn to
communicate a bit better, but his behaviors have gotten worse! It's so puzzling and sometimes it
seems there is no rhyme or reason. Perfect advice!. Everyone with a child with Straight down
syndrome should read this.), and the ones alone make any price of the book a lot more than
value it. I'm buying a second copy now to provide as a first day of school present! Over the last 2
years our son . Superb look at behavioral supports for a unique (and amazing! Like love love this
book Love love love this book!! Wow, this reserve was helpful. Elopement, end and drop and
transitions are a number of the products addressed. Everything I've tried hasn't worked.. but it’s
still the most and best help and understanding that I’ve discovered since she was born!! It’s a
must read for anyone that knows a person with downs !! LOVE this book and want to buy one
for everybody ... Other techniques are fresh, or explained in a more practical way - a token
economy does not have to involve difficult "if/then" schemes. Very explanatory book for anyone
who has or works together with a child/children with DS. It offers the why behind some
strategies that work.) population of individualsa Loved the writing and stories in this book. Hope
they print more soon! Right? Like this book and need it one for everybody who works with my
daughter. Perfectly written with suggestions for how to implement works with and strategies.
easy to understand On point, easy to understand, practical insights and explanations. Great

resource for parents and professionals. Want I had this book when my girl was young.rather
than will. Validating to learn why what we've found works actually works! Constantly?. Helpful to
the finish! Excellent reference! Teachers and therapists who use children with DS should browse
it. I especially appreciated the author’s explanations about how a child who has DS has a brain
that processes information in different ways, and the even more we talk “at” them (despite
having the best of intentions), the much less we are actually helping them. The writer provided
strategies to begin using instantly for common struggles (the “quit and flop,” elopement, etc.Now
if I can just get the school staff to learn this - a professional, specialized therapist who provides
great, simple, practical advice and totally backs up a lot of what I have already been saying for
weeks. I love that the writer tied the strategies together with why they work. I cannot
recommend this book highly enough! I believe it will be a casino game changer for those folks
working with kids with DS in order to help them in the best possible way! Great book to learn
why of some common behaviors among . Highly recommend!. Great book to understand why of
some typically common behaviors among people who have down syndrome and effective ways
to address them Wish I had go through this when my daughter was 15! This is among the best
books on coping with behavior issues for children with Down syndrome I've read so far. It is
necessary since it discusses why some methods of self-discipline or behavior control you'll used
with other children don't work.Some of the statements are things I already knew instinctively -he hits classmates because he is trying to interact with them socially and doesn't know how.
Have learned most of this the hard way! Four Stars Good common sense strategies. This book
helped me be considered a better parent to my child with Down syndrome This book helped me
be considered a better parent to my child with Down syndrome. It had some great strategies and
was an easy read. Very parent friendly! Informational and an easy task to digest We cannot
recommend this publication enough! Should you have a kid with a Down syndrome get a copy
ASAP. It gives a spot on description of physical and intellectual characteristics of a person with
Down syndrome.
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